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Note Well

Any submission to the IETF intended by the Contributor for publication as all or part of an IETF Internet-Draft or RFC and any statement made within the context of an IETF activity is considered an "IETF Contribution". Such statements include oral statements in IETF sessions, as well as written and electronic communications made at any time or place, which are addressed to:

- The IETF plenary session
- The IESG, or any member thereof on behalf of the IESG
- Any IETF mailing list, including the IETF list itself, any working group or design team list, or any other list functioning under IETF auspices
- Any IETF working group or portion thereof
- Any Birds of a Feather (BOF) session
- The IAB or any member thereof on behalf of the IAB
- The RFC Editor or the Internet-Drafts function

All IETF Contributions are subject to the rules of RFC 5378 and RFC 3979 (updated by RFC 4879).

Statements made outside of an IETF session, mailing list or other function, that are clearly not intended to be input to an IETF activity, group or function, are not IETF Contributions in the context of this notice. Please consult RFC 5378 and RFC 3979 for details.

A participant in any IETF activity is deemed to accept all IETF rules of process, as documented in Best Current Practices RFCs and IESG Statements.

A participant in any IETF activity acknowledges that written, audio and video records of meetings may be made and may be available to the public.
Agenda

● Administrativa - TSV ADs
  ○ Note Well, Blue Sheets, Jabber Scribes, Agenda Bashing
  ○ Update on L4S and congestion control

● BoF Announcement: BANANA (5min, Margaret and Brian)

● Report from NetDev 1.2 (Oct 5-7, Tokyo) (10 min + 5 min Q&A, Tom Herbert)

● Open discussion on Transition Strategies (Brian Trammell + chairs)
Thank you for serving, and for providing reviews (*# in parens*) since the last IETF

Magnus Westerlund (1)  Nishida Yoshifumi
Fernando Gont          Michael Scharf
Joe Touch (4)          Jörg Ott
Jana Iyengar           Brian Trammell (2)
Colin Perkins          Bob Briscoe
David Black            Michael Tü xen
Bernard Aboba

Thanks also to the triage team
Allison Mankin(2), Wes Eddy, and Martin Stiemerling
TSV Working Groups

See [https://datatracker.ietf.org/group/all-status/](https://datatracker.ietf.org/group/all-status/) for status information!

- **ALTO** (not meeting at this IETF)
- **AQM** (Plan to close after final doc was processed)
- **DTN** (finishing base protocols and looking at management)
- **IPPM** (Plan to add a chair)
- **MPTCP** (discussion to add new charter items)
- **NFSv4** (NFSv4.2 published as RFCs)
- **QUIC** (new since IETF 97 and first interim in January)
- **RMCAT** (new chair added: welcome Colin Perkins!)
- **TAPS** (picking up on the third and last milestone; potential real-world implementation coming up)
- **TCPINC** (WG Last Call on both drafts is anticipated shortly after the Seoul IETF meeting week)
- **TCPM** (new chair added: welcome Micheal Tüxen!)
- **TRAM** (not meeting at this IETF)
- **TSVWG** (Plan is to add a chair)
TSV Documents since IETF-96

Approved-announcement to be sent
draft-ietf-nfsv4-scsi-layout-09

RFC Ed Queue Internet-Draft
draft-ietf-aqm-pie-10
draft-ietf-mptcp-experience-07
draft-ietf-tram-turn-mobility-09
draft-ietf-tsvwg-gre-in-udp-encap-19
draft-ietf-tsvwg-rtcweb-gos-18
draft-ietf-tsvwg-rfc5405bis-19

RFCs Published
RFC 7861 (was draft-ietf-nfsv4-rpcsec-gssv3)
RFC 7862 (was draft-ietf-nfsv4-minorversion2)
RFC 7863 (was draft-ietf-nfsv4-minorversion2-dot-x)
RFC 7931 (was draft-ietf-nfsv4-rfc3530-migration-update)
RFC 7982 (was draft-ietf-tram-stun-path-data)
Slide on BANANA BoF

- Remember, this isn’t the BOF (yet!)
Update on NetDev (Tom Herbert)
draft-iab-protocol-transitions
by Brian Trammell
(10 minutes and remaining time for Q&A)
Discussion on Related Transition Topics

● Fallback: Fallback to what and when?
● Monitoring: Which metrics? How often to measure? How long to store?
● Others?